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ABSTRACT 
Electroporation is a name for a phenomenon which occurs when a living cell is exposed to a 
sufficiently high electric field. In such a case changes occur in the cell membrane which 
increase its permeability. When the electric field is within well-established values, the process 
of electroporation is reversible and the cell membrane returns to its normal state after a 
period of time. The process of reversible electroporation enables molecules which normally 
lack membrane transport mechanisms to enter the cell. Such are some chemotherapeutic 
drugs for which membrane has low cellular permeability, but which have an intracellular 
target. Application of electroporation in combination with such chemotherapeutic drugs is 
successfully used to treat tumors. This tumor treating procedure has been named 
electrochemotherapy. Another electroporation-based treatment that is applicable in treating 
solid tumors relies on the process of irreversible electroporation. This procedure has been 
named Irreversible Electroporation and is used to destroy tumor tissue without the use of 
drug.  
The prerequisite for a successful electroporation-based treatment is that the whole tumor is 
covered with a sufficiently high electric field. The electric field distribution depends on the 
position of electrodes relative to the tumor and the voltage applied per electrode pair. To 
ensure a complete coverage of a deep-seated solid tumor with sufficiently high electric field 
it is necessary to generate a numerical model of the electric field distribution prior to the 
electroporation-based procedure.  
The numerical modeling procedure for electroporation-based treatment planning takes into 
account patient geometry obtained from medical images. The task of segmentation of 
medical images remains an open research topic which continues to yield new and improved 




purpose of segmentation. The choice of segmentation procedure and possible parameter 
optimization is performed with respect to the type of tissue to be extracted and imaging 
modality. 
This doctoral thesis presents an image segmentation framework which is intended to be used 
in pre-treatment planning for electroporation-based treatments of deep-seated solid tumors.  
The main goal of the framework is to minimize user interaction while maintaining the 
necessary level of robustness and accuracy in order to produce reliable treatment plans.  In 
order to achieve this framework is designed in a form of a cycle which consists of three 
phases. In the first, segmentation phase, algorithms for automatic segmentation are run in 
order to give an initial segmentation of structures of interest. Namely, a new algorithm for 
automatic segmentation of hepatic vessels from MRI images was developed. The accuracy of 
the developed algorithm was assessed with respect to recent advances in medical image 
segmentation validation and having in mind the purpose of the segmentation. A part of the 
validation process included a sensitivity study to assess the impact of segmentation accuracy 
on treatment outcome and define the level of accuracy needed to ensure reliable pre-
treatment planning for electroporation-based treatments. 
In the second, validation phase, the users are provided with a web-based tool which enables 
them to validate the segmentation result of the first phase and perform corrections if 
necessary. The validation tool was designed so that it minimizes user interaction. Enabling the 
users to review, correct and validate the segmentation is a necessary step to ensure a correct 
segmentation while keeping the method robust regarding different image sources. The data 
gathered from segmentations which were validated by users provides a useful database of 
segmented cases. Such database can be further exploited to iteratively improve 
segmentation algorithms. 
In the third, evolution phase, the validated segmentations from the second phase are used in 
order to improve the results of automatic segmentation algorithms from the first phase. The 
main idea of this phase is to explore how can existing images’ meta-information such as 
imaging machine, protocol, coil type etc. along with information about rater variability be 
utilized in order to improve the results of automatic segmentation. This idea was 
implemented and tested in existing multi-atlas segmentation methods of prostate from MRI.
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RAZŠIRJEN POVZETEK V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU 
UVOD 
OSNOVNA NAČELA ELEKTROPORACIJE 
Izpostavitev biološke celice dovolj visokemu električnemu polju povzroči povečano 
prepustnost celične membrane. To povečanje prepustnosti membrane omogoča prenos 
molekul, ki slabo ali pa sploh ne prehajajo skozi celično membrano. Opisani učinek 
električnega polja na celico imenujemo elektroporacija (Neumann et al. 1982; Kotnik et al. 
2012). Elektroporacija se deli na reverzibilno in ireverzibilno. Reverzibilnost/ireverzibilnost 
elektroporacije je v korelaciji z amplitudo pulzov, njihovim trajanjem ter številom. V primeru 
reverzibilne elektroporacije se celična membrana po določenem času vrne nazaj v normalno 
stanje. V primeru ireverzibilne elektroporacije pa prihaja do celične smrti  zaradi trajne 
porušitve strukture celične membrane ali zaradi izgube znotrajceličnih komponent (Davalos 
et al. 2005; Sano et al. 2010). 
 
UPORABA ELEKTROPORACIJE V MEDICINI 
V klinični praksi se elektroporacija danes uporablja kot del več različnih metod zdravljenja 
raka. Najpomembnejše izmed teh metod so elektrokemoterapija (Marty et al. 2006; Miklavčič 
et al. 2012),  elektrogenska terapija (Heller & Heller 2010), cepljenje z DNA (Zhang et al. 2004) 
in atermična ablacija z ireverzibilno elektroporacijo (IRE) (Rubinsky et al. 2007; Garcia et al. 
2011). Od teh se le elektrokemoterapija in IRE uporabljata za zdravljenje globlje ležečih 
čvrstih tumorjev (Edhemovic et al. 2014; Scheffer et al. 2014). 
  





Elektrokemoterapija je metoda, ki združuje klasično kemoterapijo z reverzibilno 
elektroporacijo (Mir et al. 1991). Prednost elektrokemoterapije v primerjavi s klasično 
kemoterapijo je povečanje citotoksičnosti kemoterapevtikov, kot sta bleomicin in cisplatin, do 
katere pride zaradi povečane prepustnosti celične membrane po elektroporaciji (Serša et al. 
1995; Mir et al. 2006). 
Pri elektrokemoterapiji se pacientu najprej injicira citostatik, bodisi intravenozno ali 
neposredno v tumor. Potem se na območje tumorja preko elektrod dovedejo ustrezni 
električni pulzi z generatorjem pulzov posebej zasnovanim za ta namen (Reberšek et al. 
2014). V primeru kožnih in podkožnih tumorjev se uporabljajo elektrode s fiksno geometrijo. 
Običajno gre za ploščate ali za polje majhnih igelnih elektrod, odvisno od vrste tumorja 
(Miklavcic et al. 2006). Čeprav obstajajo primeri, ko se igelne elektrode s fiksno geometrijo 
lahko uporabijo tudi za elektrokemoterapijo globlje ležečih tumorjev, je položaj in velikost 
globokih tumorjev običajno takšen, da zahteva uporabo več posameznih, dolgih igelnih 
elektrod. V primeru uporabe dolgih igelnih elektrod položaj elektrod variira glede na 
posameznega bolnika in geometrijo tumorja. 
 
IREVERZIBILNA ELEKTROPORACIJA (IRE) 
Povzročitev celične smrti z ireverzibilno elektroporacijo se danes uporablja kot metoda 
atermične ablacije tkiva (Rubinsky et al. 2007; Jiang et al. 2015). Posebnost ireverzibilne 
elektroporacije leži v tem, da ne povzroči bistvenega toplotnega učinka (Davalos et al. 2005), 
za razliko od nekaterih drugih oblik lokalne ablacije, kot sta recimo radiofrekvenčna ablacija 
ter krioablacija. Prav tako je dokazano, da ireverzibilna elektroporacija po terapiji ohranja 
zunajcelični matriks, glavne žile in druge občutljive strukture (Al-Sakere et al. 2007). 
Postopek izvajanja IRE terapije je zelo podoben elektrokemoterapiji, razen tega, da se pri IRE 
ne uporabljajo citostatiki. Ker se IRE običajno izvaja v globoko ležečih tumorjih in notranjih 
organih, se za dovajanje električnih pulzov uporabljajo dolge, posamične igelne elektrode. 
Tako kot pri elektrokemoterapiji se položaj elektrod spreminja glede na posameznega 
bolnika in geometrijo tumorja. 
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PARAMETRI ZA UČINKOVITO ELEKTROPORACIJO TKIV 
Ključni pogoj, ki mora biti izpolnjen, da bi prišlo do elektroporacije, je vzpostavitev dovolj 
močnega električnega polja (Miklavcic et al. 1998; Miklavcic et al. 2006). V praksi se potrebna 
jakost električnega polja definira glede na dva praga: prag reverzibilne elektroporacije in prag 
ireverzibilne elektroporacije. Za doseg reverzibilne elektroporacije mora biti električno polje 
nad pragom reverzibilne elektroporacije, vendar manjše od praga ireverzibilne 
elektroporacije. V primeru ireverzibilne elektroporacije zadošča, da je jakost električnega polja 
nad pragom ireverzibilne elektroporacije (Kotnik et al. 2012). 
Uspeh elektroporacije je na splošno odvisen od več dejavnikov. Glavni dejavniki so parametri 
dovedenih električnih pulzov: njihovo število, amplituda, trajanje in ponavljalna frekvenca 
(Pucihar et al. 2011). Ko gre za elektroporacijo tkiv, in sicer za elektrokemoterapijo in IRE, so ti 
parametri danes dokaj standardizirani. Drugi dejavnik, ki je zelo pomemben pri elektroporaciji 
tkiva, je porazdelitev električnega polja, ki pa je odvisna od električnih lastnosti tkiva, razdalje 
med elektrodami in parametrov električnih pulzov, predvsem njihove amplitude in števila 
(Miklavcic et al. 1998; Garcia et al. 2014). Prav tako so ugotovili, da se električne lastnosti 
tkiva, in sicer predvsem električna prevodnost, zaradi elektroporacije poveča. Ta sprememba 
nato posledično vpliva na porazdelitev električnega polja (Šel et al. 2005; Pavselj et al. 2005; 
Cukjati et al. 2007; Ivorra & Rubinsky 2007; Neal et al. 2012). 
Če vzamemo v poštev vse zgoraj navedene dejavnike, postane zagotavljanje nujnih pogojev 
za uspešno zdravljenje globlje ležečih tumorjev s terapijami, ki temeljijo na elektroporaciji, 
težavno. Optimalne parametre zdravljenja za vsakega posameznega bolnika, glede na 
spremenljivo geometrijo tumorja in bližnjih kritičnih struktur, ni možno določiti s pomočjo 
standardnih postopkov in navodil. Rešitev tega problema je na voljo le v obliki bolniku 
prilagojenega načrtovanja zdravljenja. 
 
NAČRTOVANJE ZDRAVLJENJA ZA ELEKTROPORACIJO GLOBLJE LEŽEČIH TUMORJEV  
Načrtovanje zdravljenje je že uveljavljeno kot pomemben proces v več različnih metodah 
zdravljenja raka, kot so radioterapija (Lecchi et al. 2008), krioterapija (Butz et al. 2000), 
lasersko inducirana intersticijska termoterapija (Schwarzmaier et al. 1998), radiofrekvenčna 
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ablacija (Chen et al. 2009) in ostale. Pri teh načrtovanje zdravljenje ne omogoča le rutinske 
izvedbe zdravljenja, ampak je ključno tudi za uspešnost terapije. Skupna značilnost 
načrtovanja zdravljenja pri vseh zgoraj omenjenih metodah je, da se zanašajo na geometrijski 
model bolnika pridobljen iz medicinskih slik, na podlagi katerega se s postopki optimizacije 
izračunajo optimalni parametri za izvedbo zdravljenja. 
Prvi koraki v smeri uporabe podobnih načel za načrtovanje terapij, ki temeljijo na 
elektroporaciji, so bili narejeni z razvojem numeričnih modelov elektroporacije (Pavselj et al. 
2005) in spremembe prevodnosti tkiva po elektroporaciji (Šel et al. 2005). Navedeni modeli so 
temeljili na preprostih geometrijskih oblikah in so upoštevali le značilnosti tarčnega tkiva. 
Kasneje so bili v modele vključeni tudi algoritmi za optimizacijo, ki računajo napetost, ki jo je 
potrebno dovesti na različne pare elektrod, da bi dosegli popolno pokritost tumorja z dovolj 
visokim električnim poljem (Županič et al. 2008; Corovic et al. 2008). Nazadnje so bile 
modelom dodane še 3D geometrije drugih tkiv in struktur, ki obkrožajo tumor, pri čemer je 
bil postopek optimizacije parametrov prilagojen tako, da poskuša zmanjšati delež ne-
tumorskih tkiv, pri katerih bi lahko prišlo do ireverzibilne elektroporacije (Županič & Miklavčič 
2010; Kos et al. 2010b; Miklavcic et al. 2010). Za namen vključevanja natančne 3D geometrije 
bolnika v model je bilo potrebno uporabiti postopke razgradnje medicinskih slik (Pavliha et 
al. 2012). 
 
SPLETNO ORODJE ZA NAČRTOVANJE ZDRAVLJENJA 
Načrtovanje zdravljenja globlje ležečih tumorjev s terapijami, ki temeljijo na elektroporaciji, 
kot je danes v uporabi, je proces v katerem imajo tako razgradnja medicinskih slik kot 
numerično modeliranje enako pomembno vlogo (Zupanic et al. 2012). Ta enoten postopek 
načrtovanja zdravljenja je bil prvič uporabljen v klinični študiji elektrokemoterapije jetrnih 
metastaz raka debelega črevesa (Edhemovic et al. 2011; Edhemovic et al. 2014). Z namenom 
podpore tej študiji so bili razviti ter tudi ovrednoteni posebni algoritmi za avtomatsko 
razgradnjo medicinskih slik jeter (Pavliha, Mušič, et al. 2013). Čeprav je bila uporaba 
načrtovanja zdravljenja v omenjeni klinični študiji uspešna (Edhemovic et al. 2014), je kljub 
vsemu potrebno opraviti še nekaj ključnih korakov, preden se načrtovanje zdravljenja za 
terapije, ki temeljijo na elektroporaciji, lahko začne redno uporabljati tudi v kliniki. Glavni 
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izziv, ki ga je potrebno premagati, je zajetje celotnega inženirskega znanja v metode, ki se 
lahko izvajajo z minimalno interakcijo uporabnika, hkrati pa zagotavljajo potrebno raven 
natančnosti in robustnosti. 
Ena izmed rešitev prilagajanja postopka načrtovanja zdravljenja v smeri vsakdanje rabe je 
spletno orodje za načrtovanje zdravljenja (Pavliha, Kos, et al. 2013). Takšno orodje je 
sestavljeno iz dveh glavnih delov: strežnika in vmesnika. Na strani strežnika orodje vsebuje 
podatkovno bazo in izvaja vse potrebne algoritme. Preko grafičnega uporabniškega vmesnika 
uporabnik lahko nalaga slike pacientov, izbira proces načrtovanja zdravljenja glede na organ 
in prejme rezultate načrtovanja. 
Poleg modulov za avtomatsko razgradnjo medicinskih slik in numerično modeliranje 
porazdelitve električnega polja, orodje vsebuje še nekaj dodatnih modulov. Eden izmed 
modulov je namenjen vrednotenju in popravljanju rezultatov avtomatske razgradnje 
medicinskih slik. V primeru organov ali struktur, kjer avtomatska razgradnja iz medicinskih slik 
ni možna, ali še ni podprta, je uporabniku omogočeno ročno vrisovanje kontur. Ne nazadnje, 
za proces načrtovanja zdravljenja orodje potrebuje tudi vključitev elektrod v 3D model. Zaradi 
raznolikosti komercialno razpoložljivih elektrod in različnih možnih vstopnih poti elektrod se 
orodje za določitev teh parametrov zanaša na uporabnika. 
  
RAZGRADNJA MEDICINSKIH SLIK 
Razgradnja medicinskih slik je postopek razdelitve slike na objekte, oziroma organe in 
anatomske strukture, bodisi ročno ali pa z uporabo računalniškega algoritma. V širšem smislu 
in še posebej v primeru računalniško podprte razgradnje so se postopki razširili v takšni meri, 
da termin 'razgradnja' vključuje še različne metode pred-obdelave in lokalizacije tarčnega 
objekta (Wong 2005; Withey & Koles 2008). 
Z vidika uporabnosti je razgradnja medicinskih slik nedvomno ključni del številnih rutinskih 
kliničnih metod. Te metode ne vključujejo le diagnostike, temveč tudi bolj kompleksne 
dejavnosti, kot sta intraoperativna navigacija ter načrtovanje zdravljenja. V klinični praksi, za 
zlati standard pri razgradnji medicinskih slik danes še zmeraj velja radiološko mnenje in ročno 
vrisovanje, vendar je tak način razgradnje izjemno dolgotrajen in naporen. Poleg tega, da je s 
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tem oteženo rutinsko izvajanje celotnega kliničnega postopka, prihaja pri ročni razgradnji 
medicinskih slik tudi do težav zaradi variabilnosti med različnimi ocenjevalci in tudi na nivoju 
posameznega ocenjevalca (Warfield et al. 2004). Algoritmi za avtomatsko razgradnjo 
medicinskih slik lahko odpravijo težave povezane z variabilnostjo in trajanjem postopka 
razgradnje (Klein et al. 2008). 
Čeprav se na področju obdelave medicinskih slik danes pojavljajo novi, boljši algoritmi za 
avtomatsko razgradnjo hitreje kot kdaj koli prej, je tveganje neposredne uporabe rezultatov 
avtomatske razgradnje v kliniki še zmeraj visoko. Zaradi tega bi bilo koristno, morda celo 
obvezno, zagotoviti dodatni mehanizem vrednotenja in morebitnega popravljanja rezultatov 
avtomatske razgradnje s strani strokovnjakov (kirurgov in radiologov) (Warfield et al. 2004; 
Saad et al. 2010; Deeley et al. 2013). Če se takšen mehanizem vrednotenja združi v enotno 
rešitev skupaj z algoritmom za avtomatsko razgradnjo, omogoča ta združitev izgradnjo baze 
podatkov, ki bi vsebovala razgrajene primere, ki bi bili hkrati potrjeni s strani strokovnjakov. 
Navedena baza podatkov bi se potem lahko uporabila za izboljševanje samega algoritma za 
avtomatsko razgradnjo. Eden izmed primerov opisane enotne rešitve je tudi spletno orodje za 
načrtovanje zdravljenja s terapijami, ki temeljijo na elektroporaciji. 
METODE 
POSTOPEK RAZGRADNJE MEDICINSKIH SLIK ZA NAČRTOVANJE ZDRAVLJENJA 
GLOBLJE LEŽEČIH ČVRSTIH TUMORJEV S TERAPIJAMI NA OSNOVI ELEKTROPORACIJE 
Metoda, ki sem jo razvila z namenom razgradnje jetrnih žil iz slik zajetih z magnetno 
resonanco (MRI), temelji na postopkih ojačevanja cevastih struktur in lokalnega upragovljanja. 
Pred osnovno metodo razgradnje najprej izvedemo zelo pomemben korak predprocesiranja, 
v katerem s pomočjo filtriranja odpravimo prostorsko nehomogenost sivinskih vrednosti, do 
katerih prihaja zaradi nehomogenosti magnetnega polja same MRI naprave (Vovk et al. 
2007). Tako pripravljeno sliko maskiramo s predhodno pridobljenim rezultatom razgradnje 
jeter, nato pa uporabimo 3D filter, ki ojača cevaste strukture na večjih nivojih ločljivosti. Sam 
filter je zasnovan na analizi medsebojnih odnosov lastnih vrednosti matrike drugih odvodov 
slike (Frangi et al. 1998). Rezultat ojačevanja cevastih struktur je slika, kjer večja vrednost 
intenzitete določenega piksla pomeni, da je večja možnost, da ta piksel pripada cevasti 
strukturi. Z upragovljanjem rezultata ojačevanja cevastih struktur in analizo povezanih 
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objektov potem določimo lokacije žilnih segmentov. Končne robove žil določimo z lokalnim 
upragovljanjem izvirne slike na področjih okoli predhodno določenih lokacij žilnih 
segmentov, pri čemer vrednost praga izračunamo za vsako področje posebej z metodo, ki 
temelji na minimizaciji variance (Otsu 1979). Končni koraki razgradnje so namenjeni 
izpopolnjevanju rezultatov in vključujejo postopek rasti regij ter morfološko odpiranje za 
odpravo majhnih, nepovezanih komponent. Rezultati posameznih korakov razgradnje so 
prikazani v Sliki 1. 
 
Slika 1. Rezultati posameznih korakov razgradnje jetrnih žil iz MRI slik. A. Izvirna MRI slika. B. Po 
odpravljeni prostorski nehomogenosti sivinskih vrednosti. C. Rezultati ojačevanja cevastih 
struktur. D. Po upragovljanju rezultatov ojačevanja cevastih struktur. E. Rezultati lokalnega 
upragovljanja. F. Končni 3D rezultat razgradnje. 
Vrednotenje razvite metode razgradnje je bilo opravljeno na podlagi fantomov in slik realnih 
pacientov. Fantomi so bili narejeni iz plastičnih kozarcev napolnjenih z agarjem, v katere so 
bile v dveh različnih položajih vstavljene steklene cevke različnih velikosti (premer 4 mm, 6 
mm in 8 mm) napolnjene s fiziološko raztopino (0,9% NaCl). V tem modelu je agar 
predstavljal jetra, medtem ko so cevke predstavljale žile. Vsi fantomi so bili slikani v MRI 
napravi istočasno. Primer fantoma z različnim položajem cevke je prikazan na Sliki 2. 




Slika 2. Fantom za vrednotenje metode razgradnje jetrnih žil iz MRI slik. A. Steklena cevka v 
navpičnem položaju. B. Steklena cevka v nagnjenem položaju.  
Vrednotenje na realnih primerih je bilo narejeno na slikah šestih pacientov, ki so bili pred tem 
zdravljeni z elektrokemoterapijo kot del klinične študije zdravljenja jetrnih metastaz raka 
debelega črevesa (Edhemovic et al. 2014). Zlati standard so v navedenih slikah predstavljale 
konture, ki jih je ročno vrisala radiologinja. 
ŠTUDIJA VPLIVA ŽILNIH STRUKTUR IN NAPAK RAZGRADNJE NA PORAZDELITEV 
ELEKTRIČNEGA POLJA V TUMORJU  
Za namene določanja vpliva bližine žilnih struktur na porazdelitev električnega polja v 
tumorju sem izvedla numerično analizo na osnovi preprostega modela tumorja in žil, različnih 
velikosti in relativnih položajev glede na tumor, ki je bil sestavljen iz krogle in valja. V modelu 
sem spreminjala velikosti krogle (tumorja) in valja (žile) ter tudi razdaljo med tumorjem in žilo 
ter položaj valja v odnosu na elektrode (navpično ali paralelno). Za vse možne kombinacije 
sem izračunala optimalne vrednosti parametrov za uspešno pokritje celotnega tumorja z 
dovolj močnim električnim poljem v primeru, ko model ne vključuje žile. Potem sem tako 
dobljene parametre uporabila na modelu, ki žilo vključuje, in določevala spremembe v 
porazdelitvi električnega polja. Grafični prikaz modela z različnim položajem žil v odnosu na 
elektrode je prikazan na Sliki 3. 
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Slika 3. Teoretični model žile v bližini tumorja. A. Različica z žilo, ki je položena navpično v 
odnosu na elektrode. B. Različica z žilo paralelno z elektrodami.  
Za namene določanja vpliva napak avtomatske razgradnje jetrnih žil na porazdelitev 
električnega polja med zdravljenjem jetrnih tumorjev s terapijami, ki temeljijo na 
elektroporaciji, sem opravila analizo dveh modelov pridobljenih iz medicinskih slik resničnih 
bolnikov. V navedene modele sem uvedla različice napak metode za avtomatsko razgradnjo 
žil ter opazovala vpliv na porazdelitev električnega polja. 
POSTOPEK VREDNOTENJA IN POPRAVLJANJA REZULTATOV RAZGRADNJE 
MEDICINSKIH SLIK Z ROČNIM POPRAVLJANJEM OBRISOV  
Rezultati avtomatske razgradnje medicinskih slik so znotraj spletnega orodja za načrtovanje 
terapij, ki temeljijo na elektroporaciji, prikazani kot 2D obrisi, ki so izrisani na originalnih 
rezinah. Za potrebe vrednotenja in popravljanja teh rezultatov sem ustvarila metodo, ki 
uporabniku omogoča preprosto spreminjanje prikazane konture. Sam obris je za ta namen 
poenostavljen in prikazan na zaslonu kot množica povezanih točk, katerim lahko uporabnik z 
uporabo računalniške miške spreminja položaj. Število točk je na začetku nastavljeno na 20% 
prvotnega števila točk obrisa. Zmanjšanje števila točk obrisa temelji na meri vpliva določene 
točke, ki se izračuna na podlagi kota in dolžine med sosednjimi robovi obrisa (Latecki & 
Lakämper 1999). Dodatno pa lahko tudi sam uporabnik spreminja 'gostoto' obrisa, ki je 
izražena kot odstotek začetnega števila točk, in sicer lahko to naredi na ravni vsake 
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posamezne rezine. V primeru, da se uporabnik odloči spremeniti gostoto obrisa potem ko je 
nekaterim točkam že spremenil lokacijo, se spremenjeni del obrisa rekonstruira s pomočjo 
prileganja kubične interpolacijske krivulje. Na ta način rekonstruirani odsek postane del 
celotnega obrisa, na podlagi katerega se lahko znova naredi redčenje točk.  
POSTOPEK ZA UPORABO PREDZNANJ IZ BAZE OVREDNOTENIH REZULTATOV 
RAZGRADENJ ZA IZBOLJŠAVO NOVIH PRIMEROV RAZGRADENJ  
Ker v primeru algoritma za razgradnjo jetrnih žil iz MRI slik, ki sem ga razvila v prvem delu 
svojega doktorata, ni bilo nobenih parametrov, ki bi jih lahko optimizirali na podlagi baze 
ovrednotenih rezultatov, sem dodatno implementirala še algoritem za razgradnjo prostate, 
prav tako iz MRI slik. Implementirani algoritem temelji na poravnavi že obstoječih razgrajenih 
slik z neznano sliko in zlitju poravnanih oznak v enotno razgradnjo (Litjens et al. 2012). Pri 
opisani metodi ima velik vpliv na končni rezultat in čas izvajanja razgradnje izbira 
podmnožice že razgrajenih primerov, ki bodo uporabljeni za razgradnjo neznanega primera. 
V svojem delu sem predlagala nov način izbire navedene podmnožice, ki temelji na 
parametrih zajetih slik, ki so zapisani v DICOM datoteki MRI slike, ter na osnovi variabilnosti 
ocenjevalca, ki je ovrednotil že razgrajeni primer. Predlagano metodo sem preizkušala tudi na 
javno dostopni bazi razgrajenih prostat iz štirih različnih inštitucij (Litjens et al. 2014). 
REZULTATI IN RAZPRAVA 
Rezultati dela opravljenega v sklopu tega doktorata kažejo, da so razviti postopki avtomatske 
razgradnje medicinskih slik v kombinaciji z uporabniku prijaznim načinom vrednotenja in 
popravljanja dovolj natančni in robustni, da se lahko uporabljajo tudi v kliniki. 
Na osnovi vrednotenja avtomatske metode za razgradnjo jetrnih žil iz MRI slik na podlagi 
fantomov in realnih primerov sem ocenila, da lahko metoda v povprečju povzroči napako v 
velikosti  0,89 mm, medtem ko je ta napaka v najslabšem primeru lahko 4,04 mm. 
V kontekstu zdravljenja globlje ležečih tumorjev, kot so jetrni tumorji, s terapijami, ki temeljijo 
na elektroporaciji, dobi ta ocenjena vrednost napake smisel le, če se opazuje njen vpliv na 
morebitne napake pri samem načrtovanju zdravljenja. Ker vpliv žil na porazdelitev 
električnega polja v področju tumorja še nikoli ni bil določen, sem najprej na podlagi 
enostavnega teoretičnega modela ocenila kako velike žile in pri kakšni razdalji od tumorja 
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lahko negativno vplivajo na rezultat zdravljenja z elektroporacijo. Rezultati teh modelov 
kažejo, da imajo lahko negativen vpliv na pokritost tumorja z dovolj močnim električnim 
poljem že žile s premerom 3 mm in več, ki so od tumorja oddaljene manj kot 5 mm. Čeprav je 
morebiten negativen vpliv odvisen še od števila elektrod in položaja žile glede na elektrode, 
je potrebno žile premera 3 mm in več kljub vsemu upoštevati že v modelih za načrtovanje 
zdravljenja z elektroporacijo. Glede vrednotenja vpliva napake metode za avtomatsko 
razgradnjo jetrnih žil rezultati kažejo, da je metoda dovolj robustna, da ne povzroča 
negativnega vpliva na pokritost tumorja z električnim poljem, vendarle samo, če konfiguracija 
elektrod pri izvajanju terapije vključuje tudi elektrodo, ki je vstavljena v sredino tumorja. 
 
Slika 4. Modul za vrednotenje in popravljanje rezultatov avtomatske razgradnje medicinskih slik.  
Tudi v primeru, da algoritem za avtomatsko razgradnjo jetrnih žil povzroči napako, ki je večja 
od ocenjene povprečene napake, ima uporabnik še zmeraj možnost tako napako popraviti 
znotraj spletnega orodja za načrtovanje. Modul, ki omogoča vrednotenje in popravljanje 
rezultatov segmentacije je prikazan na Sliki 4. Navedeni modul, skupaj s celotnim orodjem za 
načrtovanje, je že bil ocenjen s strani treh klinikov in dveh strokovnjakov s področja 
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načrtovanja zdravljenja iz štirih različnih inštitucij. Tako mnenja uporabnikov kot merjenje 
časa, ki so ga porabili za vrednotenje rezultatov razgradnje s predlaganim orodjem, kažejo, 
da je metoda popravljanja dovolj prilagodljiva in hkrati enostavna za uporabo s strani 
klinikov. 
Obetavne rezultate smo bili dobili tudi pri vrednotenju predlaganega postopka izbire najbolj 
primernih predhodno razgrajenih slik za razgradnjo novih. Če se predlagani postopek 
uporabi v algoritmu za avtomatsko razgradnjo prostate, je končna povprečna vrednost mere 
podobnosti (ie  »Dice koeficient«) za 2% večja, kot če bi uporabili vse dostopne predhodno 
razgrajene primere. Poleg tega je čas same razgradnje zmanjšan za vsaj 50%. V primerjavi z 
že obstoječimi postopki izbire obstoječih primerov je končni rezultat pridobljen s predlagano 
metodo le nekoliko boljši (0.5%), vendar je statistično značilno boljši. Dejstvo pa je, da je 
vrednotenje izvedeno na podlagi le petdesetih primerov, medtem ko je predlagana metoda 
namenjena večjim bazam že obstoječih primerov. 
ZAKLJUČKI 
Glavni namen predstavljene disertacije je bil raziskati zmožnost uporabe postopkov za 
avtomatsko razgradnjo medicinskih slik v postopku načrtovanja zdravljenja globlje ležečih 
čvrstih tumorjev s terapijami, ki temeljijo na elektroporaciji. Ker je osnovna hipoteza bila, da 
noben avtomatski algoritem za razgradnjo ne more biti dovolj zanesljiv, da bi lahko 
popolnoma odpravil potrebo po človeškem mnenju, so avtomatske metode razgradnje 
dopolnjene še z ergonomsko metodo za enostavno vrednotenje in popravljanje morebitnih 
napak pri razgradnji.  
Vključitev razvitih metod razgradnje in vrednotenja v enotno orodje, kot je spletno orodje za 
načrtovanje terapij, ki temeljijo na elektroporaciji, ima za posledico kopičenje strokovno 
ovrednotenih primerov. Takšno bazo primerov je možno uporabiti za izboljšavo razgradnje 
novih primerov, kar je tudi uspešno implementirano in ovrednoteno v tej disertaciji. 
Ne nazadnje je uporaba postopkov za avtomatsko razgradnjo medicinskih slik v kombinaciji z 
mehanizmom vrednotenja in popravljanja, ki zagotavlja pravilnost geometrijskega modela 
pacienta, zelo pomemben pogoj za avtomatizacijo celotnega postopka načrtovanja 
zdravljenja. Nujnost uporabe specifičnega inženirskega znanja o elektroporaciji in predvsem 
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porazdelitvi električnega polja je, kljub obetavnim rezultatom, eden izmed glavnih razlogov, 
zakaj je širjenje zdravljenja globlje ležečih tumorjev z elektroporacijo v klinično rabo danes 
počasen proces. S končno avtomatiziranim celotnim procesom načrtovanja zdravljenja 
upamo, da bo zdravljenje, ki temelji na elektroporaciji, postalo dostopno tudi kot standardna 
terapija bolnikom z globlje ležečimi tumorji in ne bo ostalo le del znanstvenih raziskav.
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IZVIRNI PRISPEVKI K ZNANOSTI 
POSTOPEK RAZGRADNJE MEDICINSKIH SLIK ZA NAČRTOVANJE ZDRAVLJENJA 
GLOBLJE LEŽEČIH ČVRSTIH TUMORJEV S TERAPIJAMI NA OSNOVI ELEKTROPORACIJE 
Algoritem za razgradnjo kritičnih struktur (cevastih struktur, kot so na primer velike žile v 
jetrih) zagotavlja natančen, bolniku prilagojen geometrijski model za numerično modeliranje 
postopkov zdravljenja, ki temeljijo na elektroporaciji, in posledično pripravi bolniku prilagojen 
načrt zdravljenja. Načrti zdravljenja, ki so prilagojeni bolniku, so nujni predpogoj zdravljenja 
globlje-ležečih čvrstih tumorjev s terapijami, ki temeljijo na elektroporaciji. Algoritmi 
razgradnje z minimalno zahtevano interakcijo uporabnika bistveno zmanjšujejo čas, ki je 
potreben za izdelavo posameznega načrta zdravljenja z elektroporacijo. Poenostavitev 
procesa načrtovanja zdravljenja z vidika klinikov hkrati ustvarja spodbudnejše okolje za 
uporabo terapij, ki temeljijo na elektroporaciji, za zdravljenje globlje ležečih čvrstih tumorjev v 
novih področjih človeškega telesa. V svojem delu sem razvila nov algoritem za avtomatsko 
razgradnjo jetrnih žil iz magnetnoresonačnih (MRI) slik. Delovanje razvitega algoritma sem 
ovrednotila na podlagi primerov, ki jih je ročno razgradila radiologinja. 
ŠTUDIJA VPLIVA ŽILNIH STRUKTUR IN NAPAK RAZGRADNJE NA PORAZDELITEV 
ELEKTRIČNEGA POLJA V TUMORJU 
Izločanje geometrijskega modela anatomije bolnika neizogibno proizvaja tudi napake. Da bi 
zagotovili robustnost načrtovanja zdravljenja, je potrebno oceniti potencialni vpliv takšnih 
napak na porazdelitev električnega polja. V drugem delu svojega doktorata sem se zato 
osredotočila na določanje vpliva napak avtomatske razgradnje jetrnih žil na porazdelitev 
električnega polja med zdravljenjem jetrnih tumorjev s terapijami, ki temeljijo na 
elektroporaciji. Najprej sem izvedla numerično analizo na osnovi preprostega modela tumorja 
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in žil različnih velikosti in relativnih položajev, ki je bil sestavljen iz krogle in valja. Potem sem 
opravila analizo dveh modelov, ki so bili pridobljeni iz medicinskih slik resničnih bolnikov, v 
katere sem uvedla različice napak metode za avtomatsko razgradnjo žil.  
POSTOPEK VREDNOTENJA IN POPRAVLJANJA REZULTATOV RAZGRADNJE 
MEDICINSKIH SLIK Z ROČNIM POPRAVLJANJEM OBRISOV  
Desetletja razvoja na področju razgradnje medicinskih slik so pokazala, da še vedno ni 
mogoče v celoti odpraviti človeškega faktorja iz postopka razgradnje. Glede na visoko 
stopnjo zahtev za robustnost metod za razgradnjo medicinskih slik, kot so zastavljene za 
postopke načrtovanja terapij, je očitno, da je človeško mnenje nujno za zagotovitev veljavnih 
3D modelov. Človeško mnenje se lahko uporabi po začetnem postopku razgradnje kot 
določena oblika mehanizma potrjevanja z namenom zagotavljanja potrebne ravni 
zanesljivosti. Da bi olajšala ta postopek potrjevanja, sem razvila metodo, ki zahteva interakcijo 
uporabnika, pri kateri se čas in napor potreben za opravljanje vrednotenja bistveno zmanjša. 
Takšen mehanizem potrjevanja razgradnje ne le pomaga zagotoviti veljavnost načrtov 
zdravljenja, ampak ponuja tudi dragocene povratne informacije o uspešnosti algoritma za 
razgradnjo. 
POSTOPEK ZA UPORABO PREDZNANJ IZ BAZE OVREDNOTENIH REZULTATOV 
RAZGRADENJ ZA IZBOLJŠAVO NOVIH PRIMEROV RAZGRADENJ  
Zbiranje povratnih informacij preko vrednotenja in popravljanja razgradnje s strani 
uporabnikov povzroči oblikovanje podatkovne baze razgrajenih primerov. Takšna baza se 
lahko uporabi tako kot vir za pridobivanje globljega vpogleda v uspešnost algoritmov kot 
tudi za izboljšavo samega algoritma. Medtem ko se razgradnja medicinskih slik s strani 
strokovnjakov še zmeraj obravnava kot zlati standard in postopek, ki je bolj zanesljiv kot 
računalniško podprta razgradnja, ostaja dejstvo, da je tudi človeška razgradnja podvržena 
napakam. Različne mere, kot so recimo variabilnost med različnimi ocenjevalci in variabilnost 
posameznega ocenjevalca, se pogosto uporabljajo za kvantitativno določevanje kakovosti 
človeške razgradnje. V svojem delu sem razvila pristop za sistematično vključitev znanja o 
variabilnosti ocenjevalcev ter znanja o parametrih pridobljenih medicinskih slik v obstoječe 
algoritme za avtomatsko razgradnjo medicinskih slik z namenom izboljšanja rezultatov 
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razgradnje novih primerov. Navedeno znanje je mogoče pridobiti iz obstoječih, že razgrajenih 
primerov, ki so shranjeni v bazi podatkov. 
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INTRODUCTION 
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ELECTROPORATION 
Exposing a biological cell to a sufficiently high electric field causes increased permeability of 
the cell membrane. This increased permeability of the membrane allows transfer of molecules 
which normally lack membrane transport mechanisms. The described effect of the electric 
field on the cell is called electroporation (Neumann et al. 1982; Kotnik et al. 2012). 
Electroporation can be classified as either reversible or irreversible. The reversible/irreversible 
nature of electroporation is in strong correlation with pulse amplitude, duration and number 
of pulses. In reversible electroporation, the cell membrane eventually returns to its normal 
state. Irreversible electroporation however leads to cell death because the cell membrane is 
permanently disrupted or due to the extensive loss of the intracellular components (Davalos 
et al. 2005; Sano et al. 2010). 
APPLICATIONS OF ELECTROPORATION IN MEDICINE 
There are many applications of electroporation which are being successfully introduced into 
clinical practice (Yarmush et al. 2014) such as electrochemotherapy (ECT) (Marty et al. 2006; 
Miklavčič et al. 2012), electroporation based gene transfer for gene therapy (Heller & Heller 
2010), DNA vaccination (Zhang et al. 2004) and non-thermal irreversible electroporation 
ablation (N-TIRE) (Rubinsky et al. 2007; Garcia et al. 2011).  Of the above mentioned 
applications only ECT and IRE are being used to treat deep-seated tumors. 
ELECTROCHEMOTHERAPY (ECT) 
An idea of combining reversible electroporation with poorly permeant chemotherapeutic 




the end of 1980s  (Orlowski et al. 1988). In the 1990s this method was termed 
electrochemotherapy (Mir et al. 1991) and started its progress from mice experiments (Serša 
et al. 1995) through establishment of standard operating procedures for locally  treating 
cutaneous and subcutaneous tumors in humans (Mir et al. 2006) to applications on deep-
seated tumors (Miklavcic et al. 2010; Edhemovic et al. 2014).  
An ECT treatment starts by first injecting the chemotherapeutic drug either intravenously into 
the patient or directly into the tumor. After that a specifically designed pulse generator and 
electrodes are used to deliver the electric pulses to the tumor area (Miklavčič et al. 2014; 
Reberšek et al. 2014).  In the case of cutaneous tumors and subcutaneous tumors the 
electrodes used have a fixed geometry and are usually either plate electrodes or an array of 
small needle electrodes, depending on the tumor type. While there are cases when needle 
electrodes with fixed geometry can be used also on deep-seated tumors, the position and 
size of deep-seated tumors is usually such that it requires application of several individual, 
long needle electrodes. If long needle electrodes are used their position varies with respect 
to individual patient and tumor geometry. 
IRREVERSIBLE ELECTROPORATION (IRE) 
The possibility of inducing targeted cell death using irreversible electroporation has found its 
use in medicine as a tissue ablation technique (Rubinsky et al. 2007). The specific appeal of 
irreversible electroporation is the fact that it does not introduce significant thermal effects 
(Davalos et al. 2005), unlike some other forms of focal therapies such as radiofrequency 
ablation and cryoablation. Also, it was shown that irreversible electroporation preserves the 
extracellular matrix, major vascular and other sensitive structures (Al-Sakere et al. 2007; Jiang 
et al. 2015).  
The principle of an IRE treatment is similar to ECT, except for the lack of chemotherapeutic 
drugs. Since IRE is usually performed in deep-seated tumors and internal organs it is 
performed using long individual needle probe electrodes. As is the case with ECT the 
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PARAMETERS FOR EFFECTIVE ELECTROPORATION OF TISSUES 
The key condition that needs to be satisfied in order for electroporation to occur is to 
establish an electric field of sufficient strength (Miklavcic et al. 1998; Miklavcic et al. 2006). 
When talking about electroporation in practice the sufficient electric field strength is defined 
regarding two thresholds: the reversible electroporation threshold and the irreversible 
electroporation threshold. Intuitively, in order to achieve reversible electroporation the 
electric field must be above the reversible electroporation threshold, but lower than the 
irreversible electroporation threshold. Consequently, in the case of irreversible 
electroporation it suffices that the electric field be above the irreversible electroporation 
threshold. 
The success of electroporation on general level depends on several factors. Primary factors 
are the parameters of the delivered electric pulses: their number, amplitude, duration and 
repetition frequency (Pucihar et al. 2011). In the case of tissue electroporation, namely ECT 
and IRE these parameters are today somewhat standardized in order to achieve optimal 
results. Another factor which is very important in electroporation of tissues is the electric field 
distribution, which in turn depends on electric properties of the tissue, the distance between 
the electrodes and pulse parameters, especially their amplitude and number (Miklavcic et al. 
1998; Garcia et al. 2014). Also, it was established that the electric properties of the tissues, 
namely the electric conductivity, increase due to electroporation and this change then 
consequently affects the electric field distribution (Šel et al. 2005; Pavselj et al. 2005; Cukjati 
et al. 2007; Ivorra & Rubinsky 2007; Neal et al. 2012; Corovic et al. 2013). 
When one takes all of the above mentioned factors and puts them into context of treating 
deep-seated tumors with electroporation-based treatments the question of successful 
treatment becomes very complicated to grasp. With each patient having different tumor 
geometry and variety of other different, sometimes even critical tissues surrounding the 
tumor, the parameters which would ensure the coverage of the whole tumor by an electric 
field of sufficient strength cannot be defined through standard operating procedure. The 





TREATMENT PLANNING FOR ELECTROPORATION OF DEEP-SEATED TUMORS 
Treatment planning has already been established as an important process in several different 
technologies for cancer treatment such as radiotherapy (Lecchi et al. 2008), cryotherapy (Butz 
et al. 2000), laser-induced interstitial thermotherapy (Schwarzmaier et al. 1998), 
radiofrequency ablation (Chen et al. 2009) and others. In the case of these technologies 
treatment planning not only enables routine performance of the treatment but is also key to 
performing the treatment successfully. The common characteristic of treatment planning for 
all of the above mentioned procedures is that they rely on patient-specific geometry which is 
extracted from medical images after which a model is generated to find the optimal 
treatment parameters. 
The first steps towards applying similar principles to plan electroporation-based treatments 
were done through development of numerical models of electroporation (Pavselj et al. 2005) 
and tissue conductivity changes (Šel et al. 2005). These models were based on simple 
geometric forms and took into account only the properties of the target tissue. Afterwards 
the models have evolved to include optimization algorithms (Županič et al. 2008; Corovic et 
al. 2008) which calculate the necessary voltage applied per different electrode pairs in order 
to achieve complete coverage of the tumor with a sufficiently high electric field. Finally a 3D 
model of other tissues and structures which surround the tumor was also included so that the 
optimization procedure can take into account minimization of irreversible electroporation in 
non-tumor tissues (Županič & Miklavčič 2010; Kos et al. 2010a; Miklavcic et al. 2010). In order 
to be able to include an accurate 3D geometry of the patient into the model methods of 
medical image segmentation had to be applied (Pavliha et al. 2012). 
WEB-BASED TOOL FOR TREATMENT PLANNING 
The treatment planning for electroporation-based treatments of deep-seated tumors as it is 
performed today is a process where both medical image segmentation and numerical 
modeling play an equally important role (Zupanic et al. 2012).  This unified treatment-
planning procedure was first evaluated on a clinical study of ECT of colorectal liver 
metastases (Edhemovic et al. 2011; Edhemovic et al. 2014). For the purpose of supporting this 
study specific algorithms for automatic segmentation of liver and hepatic vessels were 
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application of treatment planning in the mentioned clinical study was a success (Edhemovic 
et al. 2014) several key steps still need to be performed in order to translate the treatment 
planning procedure into routine clinical use. The main challenge that has to be solved in 
order to achieve this is to embed highly specific engineering knowledge in procedures which 
can be run with as least user interaction as possible while ensuring the necessary level of 
accuracy and robustness.  
The first steps towards adapting the treatment planning procedure for everyday use by 
clinicians were done through an idea and first implementation of a treatment planning tool 
that could be run through an Internet browser (Pavliha, Mušič, et al. 2013). Such web-based 
tool consists of two main components: server and client.  The server side contains the 
database and runs all the underlying algorithms that encapsulate the engineering knowledge. 
The client side serves merely as a graphical user interface through which the user can upload 
patient images, select the treatment planning process with respect to the organ of interest 
and receive the results of the planning.  
The workflow of the treatment planning process of the proposed web-based tool was 
modeled after the workflow for radiotherapy treatment planning. Therefore, automatic 
segmentation and numerical modeling modules were joined by a new module which would 
ensure robustness and accuracy - the module for segmentation validation. The idea of this 
module is to present the user with the results of the automatic segmentation algorithm and 
give the possibility to adjust the results if necessary and finally confirm their validity. In case 
some organ or structure of interest cannot be automatically segmented with sufficient 
accuracy (such is the case with tumors) or the algorithm for automatic segmentation is not 
yet available the user is given the option to delineate the structure manually.  
Finally, the 3D model generated by segmentation requires one more feature that needs to be 
specified by the user before numerical modeling can proceed, and that is the electrodes. 
Given the variability of available electrodes and different possible entry paths of the 
electrodes the tool relies on the user knowledge which is better suited to specify these 
parameters than any system could do automatically. Schematic of the final version of the 






Figure 1. Workflow of the web-based tool for treatment planning of electroporation-based 
treatments 
SEGMENTATION OF MEDICAL IMAGES 
Segmentation of medical images implies delineation of different organs or objects of interest, 
whether manually or by applying some computer algorithm. In a broader sense and 
specifically in the case of computer-assisted segmentation it has also grown to include 
various methods of image preprocessing, post processing and localization of the target 
object (Wong 2005; Withey & Koles 2008).   
Regarding its applicability, segmentation of medical images is undoubtedly a crucial part of 
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diagnostics but also more complex activities such as intraoperative navigation and treatment 
planning. Although manual segmentation performed by an expert radiologist is today still 
considered to be the gold standard it is also a tedious and time-consuming task. This not 
only complicates the implementation of the whole treatment-planning process in the clinic 
but also introduces the problem of intra- and inter-rater variability (Warfield et al. 2004). 
Algorithms for automatic segmentation of medical images have proven to be effective in 
alleviating the rater variability and performance time problem (Klein et al. 2008).  
Although the field of medical image segmentation has evolved to the extent that it today 
counts numerous different categories based on some common algorithm characteristics with 
even more algorithms appearing recently that combine approaches from several categories, 
the task of accurate medical image segmentation remains an open problem. There is no 
single algorithm that could be successfully applied on all targets of interest. Even with 
specialization of algorithms based on the segmentation target there are still large differences 
in imaging modalities which cause even further specialization. These specializations have 
motivated organization of special 'grand challenges' for segmentation of a specific target 
from a specific modality (Deng & Du 2008; Litjens et al. 2014). Such events consist of publicly 
available datasets of training and test data and a carefully formulated evaluation framework 
which enables direct comparison of different segmentation algorithms. The results of each 
segmentation algorithm are published online and usually a summary scientific paper is 
published with description of all the algorithms that participated in the challenge and 
systematic comparison of their performance. The role of these challenges in better 
structuring the medical image segmentation research and stimulating faster convergence 
towards better algorithms is indispensable. 
Though the medical image segmentation community is producing new, better automatic 
algorithms faster than ever, the stakes of directly using the results of automatic segmentation 
in the clinic are high. It would therefore be wise, perhaps even mandatory, to use some kind 
of mechanism of segmentation validation and correcting by an expert clinician (Warfield et al. 
2004; Saad et al. 2010; Deeley et al. 2013) in order to ensure the validity of  the segmentation 
results. Additionally, if such validation mechanism is joined with the automatic segmentation 
algorithm into an integral solution it enables building a database of expert-validated 




One such integrated tool is for instance the web-based tool for treatment planning of 
electroporation-based treatments. 
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AIMS OF THE DOCTORAL THESIS 
The focus of this doctoral thesis was application of medical image segmentation in pre-
treatment planning for electroporation-based treatments of deep-seated solid tumors. 
Building a pre-treatment plan for an electroporation-based treatment of deep-seated solid 
tumors requires a patient-specific geometry model for accurate calculations of treatment 
parameters. The methods developed in this thesis facilitate generation of patient geometry 
for medical images from various sources (clinical centers), thus contributing to the robustness 
of the pre-treatment planning process. The accuracy of the developed algorithms was 
assessed with respect to recent advances in medical image segmentation validation and 
having in mind the purpose of the segmentation. A part of the validation process included a 
sensitivity study to assess the impact of segmentation accuracy on treatment outcome and 
define the level of accuracy needed to ensure reliable pre-treatment planning for 
electroporation-based treatments. 
The goal of this thesis was also to complement the segmentation by introducing the process 
of its validation and improvement, thus creating a segmentation cycle. The segmentation 
cycle consists of three phases: segmentation, validation and evolution. The validation phase 
utilizes user feedback regarding the correctness of the segmentation. The users need to be 
able to validate and correct the segmentation results through an ergonomic user interface. 
The user interface should implement methods to minimize required user actions in an 
intelligent way.  
The process of user validation results in increased level of segmentation and treatment 
planning reliability and also provides a valuable database of new segmented and validated 
cases. The knowledge gathered in the database of segmented cases was incorporated in the 
| AIMS OF THE DOCTORAL THESIS 
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existing segmentation algorithm workflow in order to improve the algorithm performance, 
thus closing the segment-validate-evolve cycle. 
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DISCUSSION 
SEGMENTATION OF HEPATIC VESSELS FROM MRI IMAGES 
Development of methods for automatic segmentation of tissues which are deemed critical 
during electroporation based treatments, namely the hepatic vessels, from medical images 
was the topic of Paper 1. The choice of hepatic vessels as the target object for segmentation 
was motivated by at that time active clinical study on electrochemotherapy of liver 
metastases (EudraCt no. 2008-008290- 54, registered 178 at Clinicaltrials.gov no. 
NCT01264952), which was performed at the Institute of Oncology Ljubljana. The clinical study 
included treatment planning procedure which required an adequate model of the liver, tumor 
and hepatic vessels (Edhemovic et al. 2011).  MRI was chosen as the imaging modality since 
the liver metastases that were treated in the clinical study are best visible in MRI images. By 
using the same images to segment liver, tumor and hepatic vessels additional registration 
errors were avoided. 
As the majority of work on automatic segmentation of hepatic vessels was done on CT 
images I used the classical methods applied there to construct an algorithm that would work 
well on MRI images. The developed algorithm is based on two main approaches: filtering that 
enhances tubular structures and thresholding. Multiscale enhancement of tubular structures 
is a widely used and efficient method (Frangi et al. 1998) that is in the proposed algorithm 
used to locate the vessels. The final vessel boundary is then determined by performing local 
thresholding of the MRI image in smaller regions of interest obtained by dilation of vessel 
locations produced by the previous step. The thresholding method is also an established and 
relatively simple yet efficient approach based on minimization of intra-class variance (Otsu 




processing methods. The preprocessing method removes the bias that is characteristic for 
MRI images due to inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. Bias removal is extremely important 
for the local thresholding and directly influences determination of the optimal threshold. The 
post processing methods include region growing which serves to connect small gaps 
between vessel segments and morphological opening which removes very small 
disconnected objects. 
The developed method for automatic segmentation of hepatic vessels was validated using 
custom-made simple phantoms and images of the patients enrolled in the clinical study of 
treating liver metastases by electrochemotherapy. Simple phantoms were created by 
inserting a glass tube filled with physiological solution into a cup filled with agarose gel. The 
glass tube modeled the vessel while the agarose gel modeled liver. The inserted tubes were 
of different diameter sizes (4 mm, 6 mm, and 8 mm) and were inserted into the gel both 
perpendicularly to the bottom and in a way that they leaned on the glass side. The position 
of the glass tubes can be seen in Figure 2. In total six phantoms with different combinations 
of tube size and position were used and were simultaneously imaged in an MRI device.  
 
Figure 2. A simple phantom constructed for validation of hepatic vessel segmentation from MRI 
images. The phantom is made of agarose gel and a glass tube filled with physiological solution 
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The resulting images were segmented by the developed algorithm and compared to the 
expected size of the vessel in axial slices which was determined based on the mathematical 
equation for area of the circle. The results presented in Figure 3 indicate the developed 
method is able to accurately determine the edge of the vessel. 
The validation on medical images of real patients was performed for six cases from the 
clinical study. The series chosen for segmentation were the same as the ones used for 
segmentation of liver in earlier work (Pavliha, Mušič, et al. 2013) - T1-weighted axial images 
taken 20 min after injection of Primovist® (Bayer Group, Germany) contrast agent. Hepatic 
vessels were previously manually segmented from the images by an experienced radiologist, 
thus providing the gold standard for the evaluation of the proposed algorithms. The metrics 
chosen for evaluation included sensitivity, average symmetric surface distance (ASSD) and 
Hausdorff distance, which were determined per vessel segment. To express the metrics on 
the case level the median of all metric values obtain per vessel segment were calculated. 
These results are shown in Table 1.  
 
Figure 3. Median accuracy of segmented area of phantom as a function of resolution for 
different segmentation methods: variance minimization thresholding of the original image, 
entropy maximization thresholding of the original image, vesselness filtered image thresholded 
by variance minimization thresholding, and vesselness filtered image thresholded by entropy 
maximization thresholding. A. Tube in perpendicular position. B. Tube in tilted position.  (The 




Table 1. Results of segmentation of all hepatic vessels from six clinical cases. Segmentation was 
performed by the method based on local thresholding. Results show median sensitivity (SEN), 
median average symmetric surface distance and median Hausdorff distance. (The table is 























1 305 0.684 100,0 1,0 0,7 2,2 1,5 
2 347 0.684 100,0 1,2 0,8 3,2 2,2 
3 328 0.684  100,0 1,1 0,8 3,2 2,2 
4 327 1.188 89,9 0,7 0,8 2,8 3,4 
5 400 1.188 90,0 0,6 0,8 2,2 2,7 




 96,7 0,9 0,8 2,8 2,6 
 
Of the metrics used for algorithm evaluation most prominent indicators of method suitability 
for treatment planning of electroporation based treatments are ASSD and Hausdorff 
distance, which indicate mean expected error and the maximum expected error produced by 
the segmentation method. The values of these errors averaged over all six clinical cases were 
0.8 mm for ASSD and 2.6 mm for Hausdorff distance. The average sensitivity of the method 
was shown to be 96.7 which indicates good method performance in locating the hepatic 
vessels. However, in order to determine whether the method is robust enough to be used in 
generating reliable treatment plans for electroporation-based treatments, a deeper 
understanding of influence of vessels on the electric field distribution had to be obtained 
first.  
INFLUENCE OF VESSELS ON THE OUTCOME OF ELECTROPORATION-BASED 
TREATMENTS  
Recent practice in performing treatment planning for electroporation-based treatments has 
grown to take into account different tissues that are in the vicinity of the tumor along with 
their electrical conductivity. However, the vessels were usually not modeled as separate 
objects with the justification that their conductivity is accounted for in the bulk tissue 
conductivity (Šel et al. 2005; Cukjati et al. 2007). Although it was suspected that large vessels, 
such as those found in the liver, might have their own individual and significant effect on the 
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effect. The first attempts at gaining insight into the effect were made only recently (Golberg 
et al. 2015).  
In the second part of my PhD, which is described in Paper 2, I set out to give an answer 
whether ignoring the vessels that are situated near the tumor can have adverse effects on the 
treatment outcome. In other words, I wanted to establish whether the vessels can affect the 
electric field distribution in such a way that would cause the coverage of the tumor to be 
smaller than if no vessels were present. I also wanted to determine for which vessel sizes and 
distances from the tumor could this effect occur. 
 
Figure 4. 2D sliced color map of the electric field distribution for a case where a significant 
difference in tumor coverage is observed as a result of the presence of the blood vessel. The 
color map is presented for a simplified model of ECT of a 10 mm tumor with a 4 electrode 
configuration and in the presence of a 7 mm vessel which is 0 mm away from the tumor. The 
color maps are shown for two vessel positions: A. Vessel perpendicular to the electrodes. B. 
Vessel parallel to the electrodes. The slices for which the color map is shown span the plane 
parallel to the vessel. The relative position of the planes along the third axis (the one which the 
plane does not span) is the same in both cases and fixed at -4 mm, 0 mm, and 4 mm away from 
the tumor center. (The figure is originally Figure 7. from Paper 2.) 
In order to achieve the above goal I have created a numerical model consisting of a sphere 
and a cylinder, where the sphere represented tumor and the cylinder represented a vessel. I 
varied the sizes of both tumor and vessel, as well as the distance between them and the 




optimal treatment parameters while disregarding the vessel. After that I performed another 
calculation with the same parameters only this time with vessel included in the model. 
The results of my calculations show that ignoring the vessels that are in tumor vicinity while 
calculating optimal treatment parameters can indeed cause incomplete coverage of the 
tumor by a sufficiently high electric field. An example of this effect is shown in Figure 4. 
The effect of the vessels varies with sizes of both tumor and vessel and the distance between 
them. In general, the effect will be present in cases of a vessel with 3 mm diameter or larger 
which is 3 mm away from the tumor or closer. As expected, the effect is more pronounced for 
larger vessels and smaller distances, which can be observed in Figure 5 and Figure 6. More 
important conclusion that can be drawn by observing these two figures is that an adverse 
effect of the vessels is a lot more pronounced when a treatment is performed without an 
electrode that is inserted inside the tumor, i.e. the central electrode. Below results shown in 
Figure 5 correspond to the case without the central electrode while Figure 6 shows the results 
for the case with the central electrode. 
 
Figure 5. Tumor coverage for ECT of simplified model of 10 mm tumor with 4 electrodes. The 
coverage is plotted against different distances between vessel and tumor, and with respect to 
different vessel positions and sizes. A. Vessel perpendicular to the electrodes. B. Vessel parallel 
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Figure 6. Tumor coverage for ECT of simplified model of 10 mm tumor with 5 electrodes. The 
coverage is plotted against different distances between vessel and tumor, and with respect to 
different vessel positions and sizes. A. Vessel perpendicular to the electrodes. B. Vessel parallel 
to the electrodes. (The figure is originally Figure 4. from Paper 2.) 
Besides performing theoretical numerical calculations I have also performed a series of 
experiments on models based on real patient images of the liver where the vessels were close 
to the tumor. In these experiments I have first taken vessels into account while determining 
optimal treatment parameters, after which I would introduce variants of the error of my 
vessel segmentation algorithm that I have previously determined. Namely, I performed left, 
right, up and down shifts an enlargement and shrinking of the vessels where the value of 
these deformations was 1 pixel or 3 pixels. These values are in fact integer values of average 
symmetric surface distance and Hausdorff distance respectively, the error metrics I used to 
evaluate my segmentation algorithm in the previous chapter. By observing the changes in the 
electric field distribution after introducing the error into vessel geometry but keeping the 
treatment parameters unchanged I was able to determine the robustness of my proposed 
method for automatic vessel segmentation. The obtained results follow the ones reported for 
the theoretical model above: the segmentation method is robust enough not to affect the 






EDITING AND VALIDATION OF RESULTS OF THE AUTOMATIC SEGMENTATION 
Recent advances in the field of medical image segmentation are producing new, more 
accurate and faster algorithms now more than ever. Moreover, methods for automatic 
segmentation are appearing that are deemed accurate enough to bridge the problem of 
intra-rater and inter-rater variability which appears in manual segmentation (Warfield et al. 
2004). Still, in the applications where the cost of possible segmentation error is high (such as 
any treatment planning) the human factor can still not be completely eliminated. In such 
cases results of automatic segmentation can be used as a starting point for trained experts 
who can then examine and correct the results if necessary (Deeley et al. 2013). 
Having the treatment planning process for electroporation-based treatments encapsulated in 
a web-based tool provided a perfect platform for integration of segmentation validation and 
editing mechanisms. The general idea of such a tool was to provide the clinicians with an 
easy way to adjust the segmented contours while still giving them enough control over the 
level of detail and the amount of change they wanted to make. To this end I have designed 
an editing tool that represents the segmentation results in the form of connected contour 
points which are overlaid over original 2D image slices. The choice of 2D was made since it is 
the view clinicians usually use in other imaging applications and is therefore most 
straightforward to them. The user can adjust the contour by simply clicking on a point and 
dragging it to a new position. He/she can also delete or add new points. The implementation 
of the editing and validation module in the web-based tool for treatment planning is shown 
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Figure 7. Segmentation editing implemented inside a web-based tool for electroporation 
treatment planning. (The figure is originally Figure 5.B from Paper 3.) 
The specificity of this module is the way in which it enables the user to control the level of 
detail and amount of change. Since showing all points of the segmented contour would be 
too crowded and confusing, the user is initially shown only 20% of all the contour points. The 
decision of which points to show is made by iterative calculation of point weight and contour 
reduction. Point weight is a value that describes the importance a certain point has for 
contour form and is calculated based on an angle and length between the two edges of the 
contour adjacent to that point (Latecki & Lakämper 1999). The user can change the level of 
contour detail, i.e. refine the contour at any time by changing the percentage value of the 
total number of points, after which new points to be shown are calculated based on the same 
method described above. The refinement of the contour is performed on the level of one 
slice.  
A specific case of contour point reduction is performed in the case the user has already 




on an existing full contour that is stored in the database, if that contour has been changed on 
some level of detail the database contour needs to be updated before new point reduction 
can be made. To this end I have implemented a cubic spline interpolation method that 
reconstructs the contour between the points the user has moved while all other points of the 
full contour remain unchanged.  
Performance of the proposed validation and editing tool has so far been evaluated by five 
experts from four different institutions. Evaluation was performed as a part of the whole 
treatment planning procedure and the users were able to use any medical images for that 
purpose. Although the initial feedback regarding the editing and validation tool is positive 
further elaborate study should be made where the tool could be compared to some other 
editing methods. 
SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM IMPROVEMENT BASED ON DATABASE OF VALIDATED 
SEGMENTED IMAGES 
Including the segmentation validation as a mandatory step in the treatment planning 
workflow also results in a continuously growing database of expert segmentations. Such 
databases are valuable as they can be used for development of new or improvement of 
existing algorithms, a benefit I also wanted to explore in my work. The underlying assumption 
for my work was that not only pairs of original images and accurate segmentations can 
influence better future segmentations, but also other data which can be stored along with the 
images, such as imaging meta-information contained in DICOM header. 
Since the algorithm for automatic segmentation of the vessels did not rely on any fixed 
parameters that could be optimized based on new cases I have implemented a segmentation 
method for prostate, an organ which is also of high interest for electroporation-based 
treatment. The implemented method is multi-atlas based (Litjens et al. 2012), where one atlas 
is a pair of original image and its segmentation. Although the method has shown promising 
results and was applied for segmentation of different organs its main downside remains long 
performance time due to the need to register each atlas image to the target image that is 
being segmented. In the past various methods for selecting a subset of most similar atlases 
were explored with the aim of reducing segmentation time and improving the results 
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of the proposed selection methods explored the possibility of utilizing imaging meta-
information. 
In my work I have formulated a framework for atlas selection based on manufacturer of the 
imaging machine, strength of the imaging machine, and presence of endorectal coil. Such 
choice of parameters was made with accordance to the publicly available testing dataset, 
which was a part of a grand challenge in prostate segmentation from MRI (Litjens et al. 2014) 
and as such did not disclose full image meta-information. The dataset was still highly 
appropriate for testing of my atlas selection method as it contained images from four 
different institutions which had overlapping properties. Besides choosing the atlases based 
on image meta-information I have also included rater variability into the framework 
formulation in order to try and account for less-than-perfect human raters.  
I have compared my proposed atlas selection method with segmentation performed on all 
available atlases and with atlas selection based only on coil selection. In addition, I have 
combined all of the atlas selection strategies with two different label fusion methods in order 
to eliminate possible bias due to choice of label fusion strategy. The results, shown in Table 2, 
indicate better performance of my atlas selection method over the no-selection strategy in 
both segmentation results and time. Better performance was also confirmed in the 







Table 2. Results of leave-one-out experiments on training data for different atlas selection and 
label fusion strategies. (The table is originally Table 2. from Paper 4.) 
Atlas selection + label 
fusion variation 
Mean DSC Median DSC Performance time (min) 
All atlases + SIMPLE 0.75 0.80 32 
All atlases + STAPLE 0.72 0.76 37 
Coil-based selection 
+ SIMPLE 
0.76 0.81 14 
Coil-based selection 
+ STAPLE 
0.77 0.81 14 
Image meta-
information + rater 
variability + SIMPLE 
0.77 0.82 14 
 
Image meta-
information + rater 
variability + STAPLE 
0.77 0.81 14 
 
The presented results were obtained from a relatively small set of available images (only 50) 
compared to a possible database of images that could be collected through routine use of 
the web-based treatment planning tool. Having a larger dataset of images from many 
different institutions would emphasize the advantages of the proposed atlas selection 
method even more. Also, the method has space for improvement through inclusion of other 
imaging parameters, such as contrast agent and imaging protocol. 
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CONCLUSION 
The main focus of the work presented in this doctoral dissertation was to bring treatment 
planning for electroporation-based treatments of deep-seated tumors closer to routine use 
in the clinic by ensuring fast and reliable creation of 3D models based on medical images. 
Automatizing of the process of medical image segmentation allows it to be encapsulated 
together with the numerical modeling procedures into a tool that can be used to generate 
treatment plans without the need to possess elaborate engineering knowledge. 
The presented thesis began with research and development of an automatic segmentation 
method of hepatic vessels from MRI images as a support to a clinical study of 
electrochemotherapy of colorectal liver metastases. The developed method was validated 
using both phantoms and medical images of the patients. Additionally, in order to better 
determine the impact of possible segmentation errors on the outcome of the 
electroporation-based treatment, a sensitivity study was performed. The study observed the 
impact of vessels in general and evaluated errors of the proposed segmentation method on 
the distribution of the electric field in the tumor. The distribution of the electric field is in 
direct correlation with treatment success, as the prerequisite for success is to cover the whole 
tumor by a sufficiently high electric field. The results of the sensitivity study show that the 
proposed vessel segmentation method is robust enough to be used in automatic treatment-
planning for electroporation-based treatment of liver tumors which are situated near the 
vessels. It has also shown that vessels need to be included in calculation while performing 
treatment planning. 
Although a certain medical image segmentation method may in general be robust enough, 
the risk of making an error in the process of treatment planning is too large to completely 




of a method for validation and editing of the results of the automatic segmentation by the 
experts. The developed method was tailored to current use preferences of clinical radiologists 
but is also intuitive to use by experts from other fields. The method has already been 
integrated into the existing web-based tool for treatment-planning and is being used by 
users from several institutions (www.visifield.com). 
Collecting the validated and edited segmentation results created by experts in the previous 
stage of this work results in a continuously growing database of expert segmentations. Such 
database is a valuable asset in development of any new segmentation algorithm and can also 
be used to close the segment-validate loop by improving the existing algorithms. To this end 
I have devised a strategy which can utilize not only original images and their segmentations 
but also all other image meta-information in order to produce better segmentations of new 
cases. The approach has been evaluated on the example of multi-atlas segmentation of 
prostate and shows advantages over conventional variation of that segmentation method in 
both segmentation results and performance time. 
In conclusion, I believe that proposed methods and obtained results presented in this 
doctoral dissertation have set an important milestone in efforts to make the treatment 
planning process more easy to use for clinicians and also more reliable for the patients.
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ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
SEGMENTATION OF CRITICAL STRUCTURES FOR ELECTROPORATION-BASED 
TREATMENTS OF DEEP-SEATED SOLID TUMORS 
An algorithm for segmentation of critical structures (tubular structures like major vessels in 
the liver) provides the methods for numerical modeling of electroporation-based treatments 
with an accurate, patient-specific geometry, resulting in patient-specific treatment plans. 
Patient-specific treatment plans are a necessary prerequisite for performing electroporation-
based treatments of deep-seated solid tumors. Segmentation algorithms that require 
minimum user input significantly reduce the time needed for generation of one 
electroporation-based treatment plan. Also, simplification of the electroporation-based 
treatment planning procedure from the clinician's point of view creates a more stimulating 
environment for attempts to use electroporation-based treatments for deep-seated solid 
tumors in new areas of the human body. In my work I have developed a new algorithm for 
automatic segmentation of hepatic vessels from MRI images. The accuracy of the 
segmentation algorithm was validated with respect to manual radiologist segmentation.  
EFFECT OF NEARBY VESSEL STRUCTURES ON THE ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION IN 
THE TUMOR 
Extraction of patient’s anatomy through segmentation of medical images inevitably produces 
some errors. In order to ensure the robustness of treatment planning, it is necessary to 
evaluate the potential effect of such errors on the electric field distribution. In this part of my 
work I have focused on determining the effect of errors in automatic segmentation of hepatic 
vessels on the electric field distribution in electroporation-based treatments in the liver. In 
order to do this I first performed a numerical analysis on a simple ‘sphere and cylinder’ model 




for tumors and vessels of different sizes and relative positions. Second, I performed an 
analysis of two models extracted from medical images of real patients in which I introduced 
variations of an error of the automatic vessel segmentation method. 
AN ERGONOMIC METHOD FOR SEGMENTATION VALIDATION AND CORRECTIONS 
Decades of development of medical image segmentation field have shown that it is still not 
possible to fully eliminate the assistance of humans from the segmentation procedure. Along 
with demands for segmentation method robustness set as high as they are for treatment 
planning, it is obvious that the human opinion needs to be included in order to ensure valid 
3D models. The human opinion can be applied after the initial segmentation procedure as a 
form of a validation mechanism in order to ensure the necessary level of reliability. In order 
to facilitate this process of validation I have devised a method which requires minimum user 
input in order to reduce interaction time and user stress. Such mechanism of segmentation 
validation not only helps ensure validity of the treatment plans but also provides valuable 
feedback regarding segmentation algorithm performance. 
EFFECTS OF NEW VALIDATED SEGMENTATIONS ON SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM 
IMPROVEMENT 
Gathering of feedback through validations and corrections of segmentation by users results 
in creation of a database of segmented cases. Such database can be used as a source for 
gaining deeper insight about algorithm performance and algorithm improvement. While 
human segmentations are initially considered as true segmentations or ground truth and in 
general more reliable than machine segmentation, human segmentation is not perfect and is 
also prone to errors. Measures named intra-rater variability and inter-rater variability are 
often assessed for segmentation methods of various organs and tissues in order to assess the 
segmentation method quality. In my work I have thus developed an approach to 
systematically incorporate knowledge about rater variability and imaging parameters of 
existing segmentations in the database in order to produce better segmentations of new, 
unknown cases. 
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